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Clearly Plumbing Joins With Expert Services
Dwain Berlin July 31, 2014

Clearly Plumbing and Drainage, a full-service plumbing business in the Metro
Vancouver area, is now associated with Vancouver Drainage / Expert Services,
enabling greater access to drain tile cleaning, repair & installation for Lower
Mainland residents.

(Newswire.net -- July 31, 2014) Vancouver, BC -- Clearly Plumbing and Drainage, a well-
known plumbing service provider to British Columbia’s Lower Mainland region, is now using

Vancouver Drainage/Expert Services as a digital marketing site to promote its full range of plumbing and drainage
expertise.

Customers who access the Vancouver Drainage site will find themselves connected to Clearly Plumbing and Drainage
and able to access all of that business’ services directly. Clearly Plumbing has, for a long time, offered complete
plumbing and drainage services to the Metro Vancouver area, from West Vancouver to Langley.

Full Plumbing and Drainage Service

Clearly Plumbing and Drainage offers same-day service throughout the Lower Mainland. Clogged drains and perimeter
drains are no problem for their experienced technicians, as are anything that causes wet basements, including
defective sump pumps. Removing tree roots from sewer connecting drain lines and restoring or replacing those lines
can be accomplished using a variety of techniques.

Clearly Plumbing can advise you as to which is best suited to your circumstances. For installation and sales of all
plumbing components and systems, call Clearly Plumbing for a free estimate.

Clearly Plumbing and Vancouver Drainage

For expert drain services regarding any plumbing or drainage issue in the Greater Vancouver area, whether residential
or commercial, Clearly Plumbing and Drainage is the one to call. Their certified professionals can unclog toilets, repair
sump pumps and resolve drainage issues anytime, day or night.

Emergency service is available with no overtime charges, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Written estimates are
presented before repairs get underway and all work is guaranteed.

Clearly Plumbing and Drainage also installs and maintains all kinds of heating systems, including radiant heating and
boilers. All work is to the highest standards.

About Expert Drain Services

Expert Drain Services formed in 2013 is a collaboration of the top drainage experts and clean-up crews in the lower
mainland. We take pride in proving the best service backed by a rock solid work warranty. If you have any concerns
about any work you hired our team for we will mediate and get it fixed right away.

Expert Drain Services

2755 E 16th Ave
Vancouver , BC Canada V5M 3E4
6047572734
bernie@expertservices.ca
http://vancouverdrainage.expertservices.ca/
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